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ON H-FUZZY RELATIONS OVER H-FUZZY SETS(I) *

KUL HUR

1. Introduction

A Rosenfeld [9] introduced a notion of fuzzy relations on fuzzy sets.
This concept has been applied to various areas including fuzzified graphic
theory ([1,2,10]). The purpose of this paper is to study structures offuzzy
relations on a fuzzy set in a categorical point of view. We will show that
the category FRe1(H) is topological, cartesian closed and final episinks
in FRel(H) are preserved by pullbacks.

First, we introduce preliminary results: Let H be a complete Heyting
algebra. An H -fuzzy set is a pair (X, v), where X is a set and v is a
function from X to H. An· H -fuzzy map f : (X, v) ~ (Y, 1]) is a function
from X to Y satisfying vex) ~ 1] 0 f(x) for each x E X. An H-fuzzy
relational space is a pair (X, R), where X is a set and J1.R is a function
from X x X to H. An H -fuzzy relation preserving map f : (X, Rx) ~
(Y, Ry ) is a function from X to Y satisfying J.LRx (a, b) ::; J1.Ry(f(a), f(b»
for each (a, b) E X x X. We denote the category of all H -fuzzy sets and
H-fuzzy maps between them by Set(H) and the category of all H-fuzzy
relational spaces and H -fuzzy relation preserving maps between them
by Rel(H). It is known [6,7] that the category Set(H) (Rel(H), resp.)
is topological over Set and final episinks in Set(H) (Rel(H), resp.) are
preserved by pullbacks. As a matter of fact, the category FRe1(H) will
be understood as a reflective and coreflective subcategory of the mixture
of Set(H) and Re1(H).

For general background for fuzzy set theory, we refer to A. Kauff
mann [8] and for general categorical background to H. Herrlich and G.E.
Strecker [4].
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2. The category FRel(H)

DEFINITION 2.1. An H-fuzzy relation R on an H-fuzzy set (X,v)
is an H-fuzzy set on X x X satisfying J-LR(x,y) < vex) I\. v(y) for all
x, Y EX. In this case, the triple (X, v, R) is called an H -fuzzy relational
space over (X, v).

DEFINITION 2.2. A map f : (X, v, Rx) -t (Y, 1], Ry) is called a re
lation preserving map if f : (X, v) -t (Y, 1]) is an H -fuzzy map and
f : (X, Rx ) -t (Y, Ry ) is an H -fuzzy relation preserving map.

We denote the category of all H -fuzzy :relational spaces over H -fuzzy
sets and relation preserving maps between them by FReI(H), and the
mixture of the categories Set(H) and Rel(H) by Set(H) I\. Rel(H) (cf.
[5]). Since Set(H) and Rel(H) are topological categories over Set, so is
the mixture Set(H) I\. Rel( H) with natural structures by Proposition 2
in [5].

LEMMA 2.3. FRel(H) is a bi(co)refIective subcategory of Set(H) /\
Rel(H).

Proof. Let (X, v, R) be an object in Set(H)1\. Rel(H). Define a map
v: X -t H by vex) = vex) V sUPyEX J-LR(x,y). Then it is easy to check

that id : (X,v,R) -t (X,v,R) is an FRel(H)-reflection of (X,v,R).
Definea-illap-J1R-~: X_xX-±!I h¥ ~'Rx (x, W-=J1.ft{~ yJ-AU~fA~}.

Then id : (X, v, Rx) -t (X, v, R) is an FRel(H)-coreflection of (X, v, R).

Hence by this Lemma and Theorem 2.6 and 2.8 in (5), we have the
following.

THEOREM 2.4. (1) The category FRel(H) is topological over Set.
(2) Final episinks in FRel(H) are preserved by pullbacks.

REMARK 2.5. (1) Let X be a set and {fi : X -t (Xi, Vi, Ri)hE[ a
source, where (Xi, Vi, Ri) E FRel(H) for each i E I. Define v : X -t H
by vex) = I\.[Vi 0 f(x) for all x E X and J-LR: X x X -t H by J-LR(x,y) =
1\.1 J-L Ri O(fi( x), !i(y» for all x, y EX. Then (X, v, R) is equipped witb the
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initial structure w.r.t. (Ji)I in FRel(H). Let {Ji : (Xi, Vi, Ri) -+ XhEI
be a sink, where (Xi, vi, Ri) E FRel(H) for each i E I. Define v: X -+ H
by vex) = VI V X ;El;-l(x) Vi(Xi) for all x E X and Jik : X x X -+ H by

/-l R(x, y) = VIV( . .) 1-12 ( )/-lk (Xi, Yi) for all x, Y EX. Then (X, v, R)x.,y. E; x,y •

is equipped with the final structure w.r.t. (h)I.
(2) We note that FRel(H) is not properly fibred, since both H-fuzzy

set structures and H -fuzzy relational structures on a singleton set are
not unique.

(3) Let {gi : (Xi, Vi, Ri) -+ (Y,1],RY )hEl be any final episink in
FRel(H) and f : (W, Ji, Rw) -+ (Y, 1],Ry) any map in FRel(H). Foreach
i E I, let Ui = {(W,Xi) E W x Xi: few) = gi(Xi)}, Pi = (Ji X Vi)\V;xV;
and Ji Ru; = /-lRw xk; IV1 xV;, Then for each i E I, ei : (Ui, Pi, Rv;) -+

(W, /-l, Rw) is the pullback ofgi along f is FRel(H), where ei denotes the
usual projection of Ui. Moreover {ei : (Ui , Pi, Rv;) -+ (W, J-L, Rw) hEI is
a final episink in FRel( H).

REMARK 2.6. The category FRel(H) is topological over Set(H): Let
(X,v) be any H-fuzzy set and «Xi,Vi,Ri))I any family of H-fuzzy re
lational spaces indexed by a class I. Let (Ji : (X, v) -+ (Xi, Vi))I be
any source of H -fuzzy maps. Define Ji R : X x X -+ H by /-l R(x, y) =
(I\I/-lk 0 f 2 (x,y)) 1\ (v(x) 1\ v(y)) for all x,y E X. Then R is the initial
structure on (X, v) with respect to (Ji)I. Let (X, v) be any H-fuzzy
set and «Xi, vi, Ri) )I any family of H -fuzzy relational spaces indexed
by a class I. Let (h : (Xi, Vi) -+ (X,v))I be any sink of H-fuzzy maps.
Define Jik : X x X -+ H by Jik(x, y) = V( . .) _1 2 ( )Jik(Xi, yd for

x. ,y. El; x,y •

all x, y E X. Then R is the final structure on (X, v) with respect to
(Ji)I .

THEOREM 2.7. The category FRel(H) is cartesian closed.

Proof. Since FRel(H) has finite products by Theorem 2.4, it is enough
to show that FRel( H) has exponentials.

For any H-fuzzy relational spaces X = (X, v, Rx) and Y = (Y, 1], Ry),
let Y x be the set of all morphisms from X into Y in FRel(H). We define
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p : y X
-4 H by for each f E yX, p(f) = V{h E Hlv(x) A h::S; 1] 0 f(x)

for all x E X} and define /-lil. : yX x yX -t H by for all f,g E yX,

/-lR(f, g) = (V {h E HI/-lRx(x,y) A h::S; /-lil.y(f(x),g(y» for all x,y EX})

A (p(!) A peg»~.

Then clearly, Ris an H -fuzzy relation on (Yx, p) and let Y x = (Yx, p, R).
We define eX,Y : X X yX -t Y by for any (x, f) E X x yX, ex,Y(x, f) =
f(x). Take any (x,f),(y,g) E X x yX. Then,

/-lRxxk((x,!),(y,g» = /-lRx(x,y) A /-lk(f,9)

::; /-lRy(j(x),g(y»

= /-l Ry (ex,y( x, f), ex,Y(y, g»

= /-lRy 0 e~,y((x,f),(y,g».

Moreover, ex,Y : (X x yX,v x p) -4 (y,1]) is an H-fuzzy map. Hence
eX,Y : X X yX -t Y is an H-fuzzy relation preserving map.

For any H-fuzzy relational space Z = (Z, /-l, R z ), suppose h ; X x Z -t

Y is any morphism in FRel(H), where X x Z = (X x Z, v x /-l, Rx x Rz ).

We define h : Z -t yX by h(z)(x) = hex, z) for each z E Z and each
x E X. Since h: (X x Z,v x /-l) -4 (y,1]) is an H-fizzy map, for any
z E X and any x EX,

(v x /-l)( x, z) = v(x) A /-l( z) ::; 1] 0 h(x, z) = 1] 0 [he z)](x).

Thus by the definition of P,/-l(z)::; p(h(z») = poh(z). Hence h: (Z,/-l)-4
(Yx, p) is an H -fuzzy map.

Now take any (x,x') E X x X and any (z,z') E Z x Z. Since h :
X x Z -4 Y is an H-fuzzy relation preserving map,

/-lkx xkz((x,z),(x',z'» = /-lRx(x,x') A /-lil.z(z,z')

= /-lRy o.h2((x,z),(x',z'»

= /-lR y (h(x, z), hex', z'»

= /-lil.y([h(z)](x), (h(z')](x'»
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Thus J-lilz(z,z') ~ I\{h E H IJ-lily(x, x') 1\ h ~ J-lily(ii(z)(x),h(z')(x'))
for all x, x' EX}.

On the other hand, J-lkz(z, z') ~ J-l(z) 1\ J-l(z') ~ p(h(z)) 1\ p(h(z'»)
Hence

J-lkz(z,z') ~ (V{hlJ-lilx(x,x') 1\ h ~ J-lRy(h(z)(x),h(z')(x'))

for all x, x' E X}) 1\ p(h(z)) 1\ p(h(z')).

Hence J-lRz(z, z') ~ J-lil(h(z), h(z')) by the definition of R.
In all, h : Z -+ yX is an H-fuzzy relation preserving map. Moreover, h
is unique and eX,Y 0 (idx x h) = h. This completes the proof.
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